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Contact Info
262-436-1327
janelmaske@gmail.com
www.meduzy.co/portfolio
946 N Greenfield Ave
Waukesha, WI 53186

i taught myself font design just to make a texture
Designer with a background in many areas including
surface design, graphic design, and 3D design

Experience
Since 2008, I have created numerous fabric & wallpaper
designs, jewelry, and other 3D printed products for my
own business, Medúzy.

Surface Design

Education
Judson University
BFA in Fine Art & Graphic Design
Graduated Magna Cum Laude

Design & Technical Skills
Illustrator
Photoshop
Affinity Designer
Affinity Photo
Procreate
Tinkercad
Sketchup
Fusion 360
Meshmixer
Drawing & Sketching
Designing in 2D and 3D
Creating repeat patterns
Creating textures for print
Optimizing photos
Vinyl cutting/plotter
Basic web design
MS Office

Workplace Skills
++ Problem solving skills
Experienced with Mac and PC
Strong customer service skills
Detail-oriented (I love the details!)
Able to organize tasks by urgency
Get along great with others

2008-present

I've significantly honed my illustrator and photoshop skills
since college thanks to fabric design. I've created
repeatable patterns and textures in many styles using
various techniques, while keeping an eye on current color
and style trends.

3D Design

2015-present

I created my own line of unique jewelry designs using
several 3D design programs. I also learned about 3D
printing to manufacture the pieces. I included some
examples of my process in my online portfolio above.

Other/miscellaneous
-Created a collection of papercut lights using my vector
skills and a vinyl cutter. Used my 3D design knowledge to
manufacture functional parts.
-Designed the logo and sign for Eden Garden & Pets
-Created branding and package design for my online store
-Handled all web design for my online shop

Places I've Worked
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Associates
2007-2018
Insurance Dept/Accounts Receivable
-Handled coding, billing, and payments
-Disputed errors with insurance companies
-Worked hard to help patients navigate
insurance issues
Waukesha State Bank
2004-2007
Teller/Personal banker
-Handled financial transactions
-Customer satisfaction above all else!

